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An educator, top-ranked college ball player and Green Beret who served in Vietnam, Earl Woods

reveals the instruction and training secrets that went into raising a child who might be the greatest

golfer ever. His teaching method starts with the simplest swings: Putting, chipping and pitching, and

doesn&#39;t introduce the full swing until the basics have been mastered. The book includes

dozens of games and competitions to make golf fun and interesting, teaches mental toughness and

emphasizes skills, posture, balance, set-up and grip.  There are also some subtler points for parents

to consider: when and how to introduce golf (or any sport) to their child; how to lay the groundwork

for open communication; and how to cultivate the right attitude toward competition. Through an

intelligent mix of instruction, humor and common sense, Training a TigerÃ‚Â  helps parents

everywhere lead their kids to love the game, and to play it with confidence, patience, proficiency and

passion.
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The first thing you'll learn in this book, which details how Earl Woods raised his son, Tiger, to

become probably the greatest golfer who ever lived, is that your child will never be another Tiger

Woods. Tiger is a prodigy in the sense that Mozart was a prodigy. But even if your child has

completely ordinary abilities, Training a Tiger shows how to pass on your love for a sport to your

child. Most of the book is specific to golf, but the same lessons can be applied to any activity.

Wonderful illustrations and cute baby pictures of the Tiger grace Papa Tiger's book.



Readable for every parent who should know when to stop pushing their kids according to their

knowledge and letting some one guide them.

Great book and easy read!! I'm only about a 1/4 into the book but is a great book thus far!!!! Book is

well written and easy to follow. Highly recommend this book to any father or parent trying help guide

their child or children in sports, music, any activity, or life or to any parent trying to be a better

parent.

Training a Tiger is a brief overview from Earl Woods on Tiger's early upbringing followed by Earl's

advice on how to improve your golf game which makes up the bulk of the book. As a scratch golfer,

Earl is easily qualified to provide competent advice to the majority of readers, however, if Tiger's

training were limited to only golf I suspect he would not be the champion he is. What is sorely

missing from this book is what went into developing Tiger's mindset, the focus and attitude that

elevated his play to historical proportions.As Earl himself suggests, if you want strict golf advice, you

are probably better getting it from a professional. Yet Earl's only quality that makes him more

compelling than any other scratch golfer is that he raised Tiger, thus its a true head-scratcher that

so little of this association entered the book. At its best, this book represents a decent golf

instruction book; at worst, its a lost opportunity to present something truly compelling.

A must read for parents who want to get their kids into golf. In this book Earl Woods describes how

he got Tiger interested in golf from a very young age and kept him interested. I followed his advice

and it worked! I started exposing my 3 year old son to golf and he learned to love the game. Now at

8 yrs old he continues to love the game and is my regular golf buddy.

By far, the best book for parents with a child truly gifted in golf.

Amazing story of how Tiger's dad taught him to golf. He was a harsh teacher at times, but tiger

learned discipline and tenacity.

I read this in 4 hours before I got out of bed yesterday, i started playing golf 4 weeks ago, an I'm

progressing fast, this book gave me extra beginner tips, from tigers father



Easy to read book and interesting facts about Tiger.
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